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Al though the  need for accurate intensi ty measurements  
can probably be me t  in full only by the  use of counter  
techniques,  it is unlikely tha t  photographic recording of 
X-ray  diffraction pat terns  will be superseded in the  near 
future. I t  is therefore desirable to increase the  accuracy 
of photographic in tensi ty  measurements  by improvements  
in both  exper imental  technique and in the  in terpreta t ion 
of the  data  obtained. In  the  la t ter  connection,it  is necessary 
to take  account  of the  angle of incidence of the  X-ray  
beam on the  recording film and to make  an adequate  
correction for its effect. This correction has been t rea ted  
by  Cox & Shaw (1930) who give the  formula 

sec ~ (1 + e-~ t sec v (1 - C sec ~)} (1) 
l +e-t~t(1--C) 

as the  ratio of the  in tegra ted  photographic densities 
recorded on dupli t ized film by two identical beams 
respectively incident  on the  film at  an angle ~ to the  
no rma l ,  and  along the  normal.  In  this expression ~u, t 
are the  absorption coefficient and  thickness of the  film 
base and  C is the  fractional loss of in tensi ty  of the beam 
in traversing one emulsion. 

Cox & Shaw obtained exper imental  measurements  
which supported the  val idi ty  of this expression, but  their  
derivat ion depends on an appro±imat ion which can be 
valid only for a modera te  degree of obliquity and  a 
sufficiently th in  emulsion. I t  is found tha t  the  error of 
this approximat ion can be significant when the  thicker  
emulsions of the present  day are exposed at  ra ther  oblique 
angles, and  a more precise formula is therefore proposed. 

Consider a single photographic  emulsion exposed to 
X-rays so tha t  the  exposure is kept  wi thin  the range of 
the  linear relationship wi th  photographic  density.  We 
further  assume tha t  the  in tensi ty  which is photogra- 
phically effective is proport ional  to the energy absorbed 
in the emulsion. This assumption is clearly justifiable if 
the  vehicle of the  emulsion has a negligible absorption. 
If  the  grains of the  emulsion are isotropic in shape, or if 
anisotropic in shape are randomly  oriented, it can be 
shown by an e lementary  analysis tha t  this proport ional i ty  
is not  des t royed if the  vehicle of the  emulsion has a finite 
absorption coefficient, and the  assumption therefore seems 
to be justifiable in practice. Hence,  if 

D is the  densi ty  produced,  
E is the  exposure, 
/re is the  effective absorption coefficient of the 

emulsion, 
te is the  pa th  length in the emulsion 

and k is a proport ional i ty  constant,  

D = kE(1- -e - t ' de ) .  (2) 

The second emulsion receives an exposure diminished 
by the  absorption in the  emulsion and in the  film base. 
Let  the  la t ter  have an absorption coefficient /~b and let 
the  pa th  length  wi th in  it be t b. Then the  energy absorbed 
in the  grains of the second emulsion will be 

k'Ee-O~ete+~,btb) (1 -- e-~'ge) . (3) 

Therefore, the  total  photographic densi ty in both  
emulsions will be proport ional  to 

k ' E  (1 - -  e -#e te )  (1  + e--Cuete+t~btb)) . (4) 

Hence a beam of given intensi ty  incident  on the  f i l l  
at  an angle ~ to the normal  will give a densi ty  enhanced 
wi th  respect to tha t  produced by a similar beam incident  
normal ly  by a factor 

(1 --e -A sec y~) (1 +e-(a+~) secv) 

(1 --e -zt) (1 + e-(~+B)) ' (5) 

where e -A, e -B are the  absorption factors for a normal  
beam in a single emulsion and in the f i l l  base respectively. 

Comparing this result wi th  tha t  given by Cox & Shaw 
(1) we observe tha t  we mus t  identify 

e -~ = 1--C 
and 

B = # t ,  
and  then  (5) becomes 

( 1 -  ( l - -C)  seer)(1 + ( l - -C)  see~ e-pt sec ~) 

C(l+(1-C)e-~) , (6) 

which reduces to (I) if we make the approximation 

( l - -C)  sec~ = 1--C see ~ . 

This approximat ion will be valid only if bo th  C and ~p 
are sufficiently small, t ha t  is providing the  emulsion does 
not  absorb too strongly and  the  inclination of the  beam 
to the  normal  is not  too great. 

Cox & Shaw found, for a particular film, C = 0-22 for 
Cu K s  radiation. In  this case the  enhancement  a t  an 
inclination of 50 ° to the normal  (a reasonable maximum)  
is 

1"41 (Cox & Shaw formula) and  1.35 (formula (6)). 

Such a m a x i m u m  error of between 4 and 5 ~/o is probably 
tolerable for m a n y  purposes, but  it has been found tha t  
a modern  film, which no doubt  has a thicker  emulsion, 
has C = 0.35. In  this case the  two formulae give enhance- 
ments  of 1.36 and 1.26 respectively, a difference which 
is less acceptable. This discrepancy will of course be even 
larger when longer.wavelength radiation is used. 
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